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About This Game

The game is a gardener's life, his daily task is to kill evil radishes that attack cabbage. Your job is to protect and grow cabbage.
Shoot them with your shells and dodge the pack of enemies.

Walk around the spacious garden, killing evil radishes in it with bullets and try not to get to them for dinner.

Features:

 Convenient operation

 Dynamic gameplay
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Title: Gardener the Ripper
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nekyau Games
Publisher:
 Nekyau
Release Date: 12 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 100 MB available space
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C&C Generals 3. Did you enjoy the worlds of King's Quest? Take a jaunt through a fantasy land as a bard!. Fun for a while...
Caution:
You need the legacy physx driver to play! It won't recognize newer versions.
http://www.nvidia.com/object/physx-9.12.1031-legacy-driver.html

Nice game for the money asked ;). Don't buy this game it is RC2 but with sevens and a roster patch.
$50(USD) too much.

Poor effort by the developers.

I'm guessing they are enjoying the money made on strippers and beer.. This is an absolutely outstanding game that has exceeded
all of my expectations. While it starts out a bit slow like a puzzler it doesn't take very long to get amped up into something far
more challenging. Best of all nothing will stand in the way of you evading death except yourself since the movement and control
are implemented in a way that would make Super Meat Boy proud. Just a damned fine game all around!. Failed to realise this
game is way too deep. Literally!
I had to take a leap of faith, which leads me to free falling for next few minutes!
Even saw some titles, music guy is cool doe!
And eventually when I landed somewhere, I wasn't able to move or jump!

Prolly, you might download the soundtrack, that's all!
But game is bad, better play C.U.B.E (pretty old, but anyway). a good couch party game its worth it if you have some friends.
Amazing 10/10 worth the money every time. Definitely the worst Choice of Games game I had the misfortune to play\/read yet,
and I've experienced many of them. The plot is paper thin, the choices don't matter because you always succeed no matter what
or other characters will tell you 'no' and decide for you, the characters are dull as dishwater, and I even saw a few grammatical
errors. How this was nominated for a Nebula award, I will never understand.
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I bought this game after hearing about it on the Co-Optional Podcast. I really dig picross puzzles and eat these things up pretty
quick. I've done about 25 of the puzzles so far, of the regular mode. I haven't done any of the other mode yet.

So far, the game isn't that great. Paint It Back is better. The way you fill in the puzzle, the game automatically colors it as you go
along, making it somewhat confusing sometimes as to what you've done and what's left to do. The music is dumb, I turned it off
pretty quick. There aren't any settings to turn the puzzles to a black and white color scheme rather than color, which would have
been much better. Every few puzzles there's an annoying pop-up begging you to sign up for a newsletter. After a few "maybe
laters" I put in a fake email address to make it quit coming back up again and again.

If it was a couple of dollars I'd buy it. I wouldn't buy it at its current price point though.. Got this as part of random key
giveaway. I still feel like I paid too much... This doesn't have the company headquarters so you can't buy technologies from
other companies as far as I know, nor will it let you save and use factory templates -- I think those features came out in
Capitalism 2.

Otherwise this is a ton of fun! Playing the stock market is the most realistic I've seen in any game - it will teach value buying.
Then stomp everyone out there with your vastly superior products! The AI is pretty good too.

It's better to wait for the later versions of Capitalism to come out, but this is pretty good by itself. If you've never played
Capitalism, it will keep you busy for quite a while while you wait for the others.

Oh? How does the game work? Well it's like a Donald Trump simulator. You start out with a nice hefty gift from daddy of $5M
or more. Then you buy property or play the stock market and build up supply chains and do research and train your employees.
But unlike Donald Trump, you have to pay workers rather than going bankrupt to make money. :)

Sell items at department stores and use branding strategies, and buy advertising to gain market share. Also setting up supply
chains into your production you might have to rely on other players, which means their supply may not be consistent or prices
may fluctuate.

I think the first time I played this was in an economics class in college, and I was quickly hooked. I have never seen a
comparable depth of economic simulator in any other game.. Overscan/DPI issues prevent the mouse pointer working in this
game. The developers have not fixed the problem, the game is unsupported. If you have a 4K or better monitor, and therefore
use custom DPI settings, the game isn't playable.. Recommend this game for any couch gaming. Grab a group of friends the
more the merrier and get riding. Any skill level can play. Which is great to get partners that haven't gamed much before to jump
in on the action and not feel overwhelmed.

Great fun can be had with the different map types.

7\/10. Pros
Looks decent

Cons
No menu
No idea what the controls are
Controls are weird
AI too good. Initially I wasn't impressed from the reviews I saw and some YouTube videos. Then I watched the launch live
stream with Sophie and Fred where they talked about the issues and their plans to resolve them. There's already been a few
patches which did exactly that! Great work guys.

This is a fun digital version of the board game of the same name which is about to come out, based on the earlier D&D board
games. Those were based on the 4th Edition ruleset, and this one isn't much different even though there some effect called
Advantage and Disadvantage now. The rule set doesn't really matter much other than the names of the abilities you have (At
Will, Daily, Utility etc).

For as simple as it seems this game actually has a lot of strategy to it! You can move and do an action each turn. If you fail to
explore (move to an edge tile to reveal a new tile) then Encounters happen. These suck, a lot. But there's a lot of different ways
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you can avoid them and picking those at the right time is a big challenge and kind of fun. Do you take the few hits it's going to
take for your tank to cross three tiles to get to you or do you burn a Crystal Ball to keep yourself out of trouble during the trek?

When you complete a map, especially by the skin of your teeth, you get a huge rush of satisfaction. I'm really enjoying this
game so far.

Inventory could use a second look from the devs (which they are going to do).

All in all, this is a really enjoyable light game with a lot of depth to it, a comfortable UI, pretty graphics, fantastic sound and
music and an excited and responsive development team behind it. Looking forward to more from them!

Also, it's a good price, especially at the launch discount!. Evopollution is like a mobile game you have to leave open to pass the
time to collect resources.

That isn't a good idea on mobile it's not a good idea on PC.. Tons of fun. This one went under the radar, and I would confidently
say that its SP campaign blows away anything that Activision (CoD) or DICE (BF) has produced in the last 10 years.

FFOW has an interesting storyline, good gameplay concepts, and an overall good feeling. Very surprising, considering CHAOS
Studios' 'Homeland' had a terrible campaign.

There are a good variety of missions and players are able to use an assortment of vehicles and aircraft throughout the SP
campaign. What I enjoy most is the "hands off", non-linear approach of the SP campaign. Certain missions will give you tanks,
planes, drones, etc, but wont force you down a specific route. It's like the developers said "Here are your objectives, here are
your tools, you figure it out". The maps are large enough so that players can actually develop a strategy and execute their own
plan, this allows great re-playability on missions.

My only gripe is that there is no COOP. A COOP campaign mode would be fantastic.. This DLC is amazing!
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